THE COMPLETE BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCE
This unique resource combines three acclaimed RDS business databases in a single, easy-to-use database providing instant access to comprehensive data on the entire range of business topics. RDS Business Suite provides balanced and highly focused full-text coverage of company and industry news, management practices and market research information. RDS Business Suite combines the strengths of RDS® Business & Industry®, RDS® Business and Management Practices® and RDS® TableBase™. Thousands of international business sources are easily accessible with our updated, intuitive search interface and detailed indexing. Widely acknowledged for their own distinct focuses and areas of expertise, these databases form a core business reference collection of leading international business sources, plus tens of thousands of tables with strategic data.

RDS BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
RDS Business & Industry is an acclaimed multi-industry business database with a strong global focus on company, product and industry information. Now available with an updated user interface, RDS Business & Industry features detailed indexing that ensures easy and successful searching — plus the valuable facts, figures and trends users will need to gain a strategic and competitive edge. Invaluable for corporate, business and information professionals as well as students and general researchers, RDS Business & Industry is the perfect resource for a wide range of research needs.

RDS Business & Industry draws its content from more than 1,800 of the world’s most authoritative business publications, including premier trade and business journals, leading industry newsletters, plus a broad collection of regional, national and international newspapers. RDS Business & Industry covers all manufacturing and service industries including the hot new companies, products, brands and applied technologies that are the driving force behind today’s global economy.

RDS BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
RDS Business and Management Practices is a unique, detailed database focusing on the processes, methods and strategies of managing a business. RDS Business and Management Practices is invaluable for corporate, business and information professionals as well as students and general researchers, delivering real-world know-how about business planning, decision-making and management issues.

RDS Business and Management Practices emphasizes the practical side of business and management, namely, how organizations make decisions, adopt and implement new technologies and techniques, and plan for change and expansion. By focusing on real-life applications, case studies and explicit “how-to” guidelines, RDS Business and Management Practices provides users with an effective and
easy-to-use management tool for keeping abreast of methods useful within any organization.

**RDS TABLEBASE**

This unique resource specializes in providing researchers with tabular data on companies, industries, products, demographics and other key business information. *RDS TableBase* covers more than 90 industries and is international in scope, giving users unparalleled access to tables from up-to-date business references. Thousands of tables are added annually.

**THE COMPLETE SOLUTION**

Combining these three databases, *RDS Business Suite* is the essential resource for virtually all business research needs. This comprehensive package provides a focused, online collection of information covering everything from company and industry news to market research and case studies.
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